Unmanaged Servers
Generally, with an unmanaged server, we setup the hardware, install the Operating System and a
control panel if one is ordered and maintain the network and hardware. Things like installing scripts
and software, troubleshooting configuration issues, setting up firewall rules, etc. are all up to the
client.

Included in every dedicated server
1 Gbit/s-Port
30TB of traffic per month
Virtualization (Intel-VT)
Any Linux OS or custom iso
Free reboots
Plan

Server Details

Price

DS 1 i7-4770 Quad-Core, 32GB RAM, 2x2TB SATA

£80

Order

DS 2 i7-6700 Quad-Core, 32GB RAM, 2x4TB SATA

£90

Order

DS 3 i7-6700 Quad-Core, 32GB RAM, 2x500GB SSD

£90

Order

DS 4 i7-6700 Quad-Core, 64GB RAM, 2x500GB SSD

£100 Order

DS 5 i7-4770 Quad-Core, 32GB RAM, 2x2TB SATA & 2x240GB SSD £110 Order
DS 6 E3-1275 v5 Quad-Core, 64GB RAM, 2x4TB SATA

£110 Order

DS 7 i7-6700 Quad-Core, 64GB RAM, 2x500GB SSD, HW RAID 1

£110 Order

DS 8 E5-1650 v3 Hexa-Core, 128GB RAM, 2x4TB SATA

£140 Order

DS 9 E5-1650 v3 Hexa-Core, 256GB RAM, 2x4TB SATA

£170 Order

DS 10 E5-1650 v3 Hexa-Core, 128GB RAM, 15x6TB SATA, HW RAID £350 Order
If you are looking for a managed server (in short terms someone to take care the server for you)
please get in touch with us to discuss your requirements and send you over a quote. Usually cost
starts from a minimum of £30 per month per server, depending the required work in a daily basis.
We mainly co-locating equipment in various data centers in the UK and Germany like in Telehouse,
Melbourne, Nuremberg, Falkenstein and Cologne. You can always grab a dedicated server from any
provider and use us for server management. With 14+ years of experience in managing Linux
servers our techs are simply beyond any limitation. We can manage, install and configure any
scenario based on Linux.

Extra Services & Support
Please click any of the tabs below:
Extra IPs
Additional Single IP - £2/IP/Month
A maximum of 5 Ips can be configured per server. Then a private subnet needed.
Additional IP Subnets, allocation in accordance with RIPE guidelines.
£90 setup fee and then:
/29 (6 usable IPs) - £25/Month
/28 (14 usable IPs) - £40/Month

/27 (30 usable IPs) - £60/Month
Extra Hardware
Please contact us with your exact requirements.
On most server configurations we are able to add extra RAM up to 64 or 128GB plus 2 more SATA or
SSD drives on any RAID configuration.
RAID controllers from Adaptec and 3ware are available, all of them with battery for proper hardware
RAID.
Licenses
Windows 2012 std edition £25/month
Windows 2012 datacenter edition £140/month
Custom Work
Custom work -->£30/hour
Custom OS re-install --> £20
For large projects please contact us to send you a detailed quote.

